Smart Airports - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Smart Airports in terms of Annual Spending (US$ Million) by the following Airport Applications: Terminal-Side, and Others. Also, the Global market is further analyzed in terms of Annual Spending (US$) by the following Technology Segments: Air Traffic Management, Baggage, Building Operations, Check-In, Security, and Others. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2013 through 2020. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 65 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Amadeus IT Group SA
- Ascent Technology, Inc.
- Cisco Systems, Inc.
- Gentrack
- Honeywell Building Solutions

Contents:

I. INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY & PRODUCT DEFINITIONS

- Study Reliability and Reporting Limitations
- Disclaimers
- Data Interpretation & Reporting Level
- Quantitative Techniques & Analytics
- Product Definitions and Scope of Study
- Smart Airports
- Terminal-Side Applications
- Other Applications

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
   - Smart Airports: Intelligent, Digital, and Integrated Airports
   - Superior Functionalities of Smart Airports over Traditional Airports Drive Market Adoption
   - Key Challenges Faced by Traditional Airports
   - Advantages of Smart Airports
   - Stakeholders across the Value Chain Benefit from Smart Airports
   - Smart Airports Provide Intelligent Data for Improving Airport Profitability
   - Smart Airports to Transform Passengers’ Travel Experience
   - All-time Connectivity: The Essential Requirement for Enhancing Passenger Experience
   - Dynamic Resource Allocation through Technology Adoption
   - Technology to Overwhelm Passengers in the Airport of the Future
   - Smart Airports of the Future: Key Technologies & their Use Cases
   - Smart Airports: An Evolutionary Scan of Airport Infrastructure Models
   - Evolutionary Stages of Airport Business Models
   - The Basic Airport: Traditional Airports of the Past
   - The Agile Airport: The Technology Adaptive Airports of the Recent Past
   - Advent of Smart Airports: Most of the Current Prominent Airports
   - Fully Digital, Instrumented, Intelligent, and Connected Airports: The Future Smart Airports
   - Market Fortunes Intrinsically Tied to the Aviation Industry
   - Healthy Commercial Aerospace Outlook Drives Demand for Smart Airport Technologies
   - Promising Future Ahead for the Global Smart Airports Market
   - Developed Regions Lead, While Developing Markets to Turbocharge Future Growth
   - Table 1: Fastest Growing Regions in the Global Smart Airports Market over the Period 2013-2020: CAGR (%)

More information from [http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/3517890/](http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/3517890/)
Terminal-Side Upgrades Dominate Smart Airports Spending

2. COMPETITION
Leading Companies Offering Smart Airport Technologies & Solutions
List of Companies and the Technology/Solution/ System Offered
Select Biometric Border Control Solution Providers Worldwide: Snapshot Profiles
Daon
Cross Match Technologies
HID Biometrics
IriTech
SRI International
Aware, Inc.
IRISID
MorphoTrak
WCC Group B.V.

3. MARKET TRENDS, ISSUES & DRIVERS
Robust Increase in Passenger Traffic and Air-Travel: A Strong Driver for Adoption of Smart Technologies
Table 2: Global Air Passenger Traffic (RPK) Growth (%) by Route Area: 2013 & 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 3: Global Air Passenger Traffic in Trillion Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPKs): 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 4: Top 10 Busiest International Airports Worldwide Ranked by International Passenger Traffic: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 5: Top 10 Busiest Airports Worldwide Ranked by Total Passenger Traffic: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 6: Top 10 Busiest Airports Worldwide Ranked by Total Aircraft Movements: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 7: Global Passenger Air Traffic Revenues (in $ Billion): 2006-2014E (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 8: Projected Annual Growth in Global Passenger Air-Traffic (Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK)) by Geographic Region: 2014-2033 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Surging IT Investments in Airport Infrastructure Benefit Market Expansion
Table 9: IT Spending as a Percentage of Airport Industry Revenues Worldwide: 2010-2015E (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 10: Airport IT Investments by Area of Investment (2015): Ranked by Percentage of Airports Investing in Airport Operations, Baggage Processing, and Passenger Processing (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 11: Global Airport Investments in Smart Technologies (2020P): Percentage of Airports Investing in Beacon Technology, Mobile Applications, NFC, Self-service Processes/ Kiosks, and Wearable Technologies (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 12: Percentage of Airports with New Technology Programs by 2017: Breakdown by Major Initiatives and Trial/Pilot Programs (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 13: Percentage of Global Airports Providing Various Disruption Management Services/Solutions: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Automation of Check-In Processes Record Maximum IT Investments
The Digital Passenger: The Most Important Enabler of Smart Airport Technologies
Table 14: Opportunity Indicator for Smart Airports Market: Digital Consumers as a Percentage of Population by Region (2015)
Airports Offer Innovative Mobile-based Services for the Always-Connected Traveler
Mobile Apps for Efficient Information Dissemination
Table 15: Mobile-based Services at Airports Worldwide (2015 & 2018): Percentage of Airports Offering Passenger Services through Mobile Apps (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
The Digital Passenger Seek Mobile-based Travel Updates from Airports
Table 16: Percentage of Airports with New Passenger Service Programs by 2017: Breakdown by Major Initiatives and Trial/Pilot Programs (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Mobile Capabilities for Collection and Sharing of Actionable Information
Smart Airports Use Social Media for Direct Engagement with the Digital Passenger
Table 17: Social Media Services Offered to Passengers at Airports Worldwide (2015 & 2018): Percentage of Airports Implementing Various Types of Social Media Services (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Increasing Smartphone Penetration: Foundation for Digital Passengers Growth
Table 18: Smartphone Penetration Worldwide (as a Percentage of Total Population) for Major Countries:
2014E (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 19: Smartphone Penetration Rate (%) for Select Countries Worldwide as a Percentage of Mobile Phone Users: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Rising Popularity of Smart Self-Service Airport Processes Drive Market Penetration
Table 20: Passenger Time Spent at Airports by Type of Activity (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Time Spent for Basic Needs, Commercial Activity, Process Time, and Queue & Wait (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 21: Passenger Time Lost at Airports by Type of Process (2015): Breakdown of Billion-Hours Lost for Check-in, FIDS, Gate, Orientation, and Security & Passport (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 22: Projected Penetration of Smart Self-Service Processes at Airports Worldwide (2018): Percentage of Airports Implementing Various Self-Service Functionalities (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Self-Check-in Kiosks Significantly Reduce Passenger Waiting Times
Table 23: Air Passenger Check-in at Airports Worldwide by Type (2015 & 2020): Percentage Share Breakdown for Automatic, Desk, Desktop/ Laptop, Kiosk, Smartphone, Tablet, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Self-Service Boarding Gates Eliminate Long Queues
Common Use Self-Service Kiosks (CUSS) Cut Down Staffing Costs for Airports
Baggage Handling at Airports Becomes Smart, Bodes Well for the Market
Smart Technologies Aid in Reducing Baggage Mishandling Rates
Table 24: Factors Attributed to Passenger Baggage Delays in Air Travel (2015E): Percentage Share Breakdown of Delayed Bags by Type of Reason (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IATA's Resolution 753 Necessitates Continuous Baggage Monitoring & Tracking
Biometrics: A Vital Technology for Achieving Airport Automation
Installations of Fingerprint Recognition & Advanced Palm Print Technology Gain Traction
3D Face Recognition to Drive Facial Recognition Biometrics Use for Traveler Verification
Iris Biometrics Witness Increasing Popularity at Prominent Airports
Biometric APC Kiosks: A Cost-Effective Solution for Reducing Congestion at Airports
Table 25: Global Biometric Automated Passport Control (APC) Kiosks Market by Region (2020P): Percentage Share Breakdown of Number of Kiosks Deployed for Asia, Europe, North America, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Mounting Security Risks Drives Demand for Automated Border Controls and e-Gates
Deployments of Biometric e-Gate Systems Gain Momentum
Cloud-based Services Garner Prominence in the e-Gates Market
Growing Need to Address Privacy Challenges Drives Adoption of Smart Airport Security Technologies
Smart Security (SmartS): Accelerated Security Checks without Compromising Security Protocols
Airport Security to Benefit from Biometric Smart Gates
Smart Technologies Promote Diversification of Revenue Generation for Airports
Table 26: Worldwide Airport Industry by Segment (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues for Aeronautical and Non-Aeronautical Segments (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Rising Investments in Smart Airport Related Sensor Technologies Lends Traction to Market Growth
Table 27: Sensor-based Programs at Airports (2015 & 2018): Percentage of Airports with Sensor Programs by Type of Initiative (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Wearable Technology: The Next Big Thing for Smart Airports Implementation
Google Glass in Airports: What does the Future Hold?
Growing Prominence of Advanced Wireless Technologies in Smart Networks Favors Market Demand
Extensive Applications of Business Intelligence Solutions Provides the Perfect Platform for Market Growth
Table 28: Business Intelligence Analysis at Airports Worldwide (2015 & 2018): Percentage of Airports Conducting BI Analysis by Priority Area (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 29: Priority Areas for Data Source in Business Intelligence Initiatives of Airports (2015): Percentage of Airports Identifying Data Source as Priority for BI Initiatives (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
BI Solutions: Playing a Prominent Role in Deriving Value from Information
Business Intelligence Solutions for Collaborative Decision Making at Airports
Cloud Computing: Enabling Cost-Effective Transformation of Airports into Smart Airports
Cloud-based IT Solutions to Deliver Efficient Airside Services
Growing Expectations of Business Travelers Promote Technology Adoption at Airports
Rapid Urbanization & Expanding Middle Class: Mega Trends Strengthening Market Prospects
Table 30: Total Population Worldwide by Urban and Rural Population in Thousands: 1950-2050P (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 31: Percentage of Urban Population in Select Countries (2010 & 2050) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 32: Global Middle Class Population by Geographic Region: Percentage Share Breakdown for 2010, 2020P & 2030P (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4. SMART AIRPORT INNOVATIONS, ADVANCEMENTS & IMPLEMENTATIONS
The Beacons Technology: Revolutionizing Passenger Travel Experience
Key Beacon Technology Implementations at Prominent Airports Worldwide
Future Application Areas for Beacons Technology in Airlines and Airports
Internet of Things (IoT)-Enabled Beacons Unlock Vast Prospective Applications
Robots for Passenger and Baggage Movement
NFC-Based Smart Airport Solutions
S.M.A.R.T.: Wi-Fi Network for High-Traffic Airports
Smart Systems and Scalable Air Traffic Management (ATM) Solutions
Advanced ATM Technology for Optimum Utilization of Airspace
ADS-B Air Traffic Control Technology
Other Innovative Air Traffic Management (ATM) Technologies
Data Sharing
Internet of Things (IoT)-Enabled Beacons Unlock Vast Prospective Applications
Robots for Passenger and Baggage Movement
NFC-Based Smart Airport Solutions
S.M.A.R.T.: Wi-Fi Network for High-Traffic Airports
Smart Systems and Scalable Air Traffic Management (ATM) Solutions
Advanced ATM Technology for Optimum Utilization of Airspace
ADS-B Air Traffic Control Technology
Other Innovative Air Traffic Management (ATM) Technologies
Data Sharing
AeroMACs
Advanced Passport Scanner & Other Authentication Technologies
TETA App for Better Airport Collaboration and Communication
SmartGUARD: Revolutionary App for Improved Airport Security
Smart Airport Capacity Planning Solutions
Smart Lighting Solutions for Smart Airports
Novel and Innovative Technology Adoption by Airlines and Airports Worldwide
IoT Airport Solutions at London City Airport
Operational Visualization Tool Vasco 3D at Paris-Charles de Gaulle and Paris-Orly Airports
Amadeus Cloud-based Platform at Innsbruck Airport
Digital Departure Card for Immigration at Brisbane Airport
Self-Service Border Control Kiosk at Vancouver Airport
Real-Time Flight Tracking at Cork Airport, Ireland
iPads for Reducing Queues at Tigerair, Australia
Fully Automated Self-Service Bag Drop System at AirAsia, Malaysia
iValidate Automated Document Authentication System at Abu Dhabi Airport
Multiple IT Innovation Deployments at Iberia Airport, Spain
New Check-in & Bag Drop Solution at Iberia, Spain
Centralized Security at Amsterdam Airport
Biometric Passenger Token Project at Aruba Airport
Wearable Technology at Virgin Atlantic
Google Glass for Passenger Operations at Edinburgh Airport
Way-Finding System at Geneva Airport
Virtual Assistants at Athens International and Iberia Airports
Intelligent Queue Management Solutions at Athens International Airport
‘Positive Boarding’ Project at Heathrow Airport
Self-Service Transfer Kiosks at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport, Netherlands
Passenger Processing Technology at Beijing Capital International Airport, China
Smart Systems at Changi Airport, Singapore
iBeacons Pilot Project at Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, US
Smart Gates and APIS at Dubai International Airport, UAE
Gordio Airports System at Frankfurt Airport, Germany
APKs at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, US
iBeacon Technology at Heathrow Airport, UK
Self-Service APC Kiosks at Los Angeles International Airport, US

5. SMART AIRPORTS OVERVIEW
Smart Airports: A Prelude
Smart Airport Ecosystem
Applications of Smart Airports
Terminal-side Smart Airport
Land-side Smart Airport
Airside Smart Airport
Smart Airport Technologies: An Overview
Air Traffic Management
Baggage Handling
Building Operations
Check-In
Security
6. PRODUCT INNOVATIONS/INTRODUCTIONS
UAE to Launch New Smart Gates
Istanbul International Airport Deploys Biometric eGate System
CLEAR to Launch Security Clearance Services at BWI Thurgood Marshall Airport
AirIT Introduces PROPworks® Portal solution
AirIT Unveils New Mobile Application Platform
Sabre Launches Innovative Data-Driven Personalization Solutions
McCarran International Airport Deploys SITA's Phase 4.0 Automated Passport Control (APC) Kiosks
Vancouver Airport Authority Rolls out World's First Self Service Border Control Solution
SITA and Québéc City Jean Lesage International Airport Unveil World's First Airport Workforce Use of Apple Watch
COMSOFT to Unveil Automated Aeronautical Billing Solution
SITA Introduces New Automated Passport Control Kiosks at Abu Dhabi Airport
Indra Develops iPlan
AirIT Unveils Air Beacon Airport Technology Solution
AirIT Unveils Complete Mobile Functionality for Airport Technology Products
ADB to Roll out Smarter Airport Concept
SITA Develops Smart Boarding Passes
SITA Develops Common-use Beacon Registry Platform
Gatwick Airport to Introduce Cloud Based Services

7. RECENT INDUSTRY ACTIVITY
SITA Deploys Airport Management Solution at Airports in India
Cochin International Airport Selects SITA's Technology
EAC Selects SITA's Technology for IT Modernization of Airports
SITA Takes Over delair Air Traffic Systems
Hong Kong International Airport and SITA Conduct Trials with Beacons
KIAB Selects SITA's Passenger Processing Technology
Abu Dhabi Airport Selects SITA's Integrated Airport Solutions
Abu Dhabi Airports Selects SITA's Airport iValidate
Clinton National Airport Chooses SITA's Airport iQueue
Brisbane Airport Launches Trial of Digital Departure Cards
KIX Deploys Ruckus Smart Wi-Fi Products
Orlando Sanford International Airport to Deploy AirIT's AODB, FIDS and EASE™ Platforms
Allegheny County Airport Authority Selects AirIT's EASE™ Platform
Amadeus Acquires AirIT
Charlotte Douglas International Airport Adopts AirIT's Mult Sided Virtualized Platform
Tampa International Airport Selects AirIT's EASE™ Virtualized Platform
Avinor Inks Deal With Amadeus for Airport Common Use Service (ACUS) Platform
Entebbe International Airport Deploys Indra's inSIGHT
Indra Deploys Automated Border Biometric Control Systems at Spanish Airports
Indra Implements ATM Systems in the Bahamas
Sabre Signs Agreement with ASM
Los Angeles World Airports Chooses Siemens as Technology Partner
Airports Authority of India Deploys SITA BagManager Tool
Orlando International Airport Upgrades APC Kiosks with SITA's Facial Recognition Technology
Cancún International Airport Deploys SITA's Airport Technology
Ethihad Airways Deploys SITA's Baglourney Service
Oman Deploys SITA's Border Management Systems to Boost Border Security
China Eastern Implements New Hub Control Center
Hurghada International Airport Deploys SITA's Passenger Processing Platform
Thales to Supply WAM Systems for Siem Reap and Phnom Penh Airports
Oman Selects Thales For Security Solutions
Australia Inks Deal With Vision-Box
SPPAL Introduces CapacityPlus
Helsinki Airport Incorporates Location-Based Technology
Receita Federal Selects NEC Corporation to Provide Facial Recognition Systems
 Atatürk Airport Deploys Fingerprint-Scanning eGate System
HUB Join Hands with NAGA
Vision-Box Deploys eGates at Hamad International Airport
Beijing Capital International Airport Chooses SITA for Passenger Processing
AAI Collaborates with SITA
SITA Provides Passenger Processing and Baggage Solutions For klia2
SITA Deploys Passenger Processing & Baggage Reconciliation Technology at Izmir Adnan Menderes Airport
AirIT Deploys its Technology Solutions at Bellingham International Airport
Málaga Airport Deploys Indra's ABC Management System
Dubai Airports to Expand Smart Gates Programs
Schipol Airport to Deploy SITA's Airport Connect Open Platform
Melbourne Airport, ACI and IATA Join Forces to Develop Smart Security Pilot Program at Melbourne Airport
GSP Chooses AirIT’s EASE™ Advanced Platform
Hamad International Airport & Qatar Airways to Undertake Smart Security Trial
Miami International Airport to Deploy CLEAR’s Automated Traveler Service
DAEP and Emaratech Join Hands to Introduce Smart Gates at Dubai’s Airports
DEN and STL to Deploy ADS-B Technology
Airservices Australia to Deploy Honeywell's SmartPath

8. FOCUS ON SELECT GLOBAL PLAYERS
Amadeus IT Group SA (Spain)
Air-Transport IT Services, Inc. (US)
Ascent Technology, Inc. (US)
Cisco Systems, Inc. (US)
Gentrack (New Zealand)
Honeywell Building Solutions (US)
International Business Machines Corporation (US)
Indra Sistemas, S.A (Spain)
NEC Corporation of America (US)
NICE Systems Ltd. (Israel)
QinetiQ Group PLC (UK)
Raytheon Company (US)
Sabre, Inc. (US)
Scarabee (The Netherlands)
Selex Es S.P.A (Italy)
Siemens AG (Germany)
SITA (Switzerland)
Thales Group (France)
Wipro Ltd. (India)

9. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE
Table 33: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 34: World 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
By Application
Table 35: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Terminal-Side Smart Airport Applications by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 36: World 8-Year Perspective for Terminal-Side Smart Airport Applications by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 37: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Other Smart Airport Applications by Geographic Region - US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 38: World 8-Year Perspective for Other Smart Airport Applications by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
By Technology
Table 39: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Technology - Air Traffic Management, Baggage, Building Operations, Check-In, Security, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed
with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 40: World 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Technology - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Air Traffic Management, Baggage, Building Operations, Check-In, Security, and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

III. MARKET

1. THE UNITED STATES
A. Market Analysis
   Current and Future Analysis
   Increasing Need to Modernize Airport Infrastructure Drive Smart Airports Spending
   Improving Commercial Aviation Sector to Boost Demand Prospects
   Rising Air Passenger Traffic Drives the Need for Adoption of Smart Airport Technologies

   Table 41: Total Number of Air Traffic Passengers (in Millions) Travelling to or from the United States: 2004 to 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Self-Service Technology Adoption Transform Passenger Experience at Airports
   Self-Service Customs Clearance Kiosks Cut Down Wait Time
   Rising Prominence of Biometric Technologies in Airport Security Bodes Well for the Market
   FAA to Use Automatic Dependent Surveillance- Broadcast
   Product Innovations/Introductions
   Strategic Corporate Developments
   Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics
   Table 42: US Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 43: US 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

2. CANADA
A. Market Analysis
   Current and Future Analysis
   Product Innovations/Introductions

B. Market Analytics
   Table 44: Canadian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 45: Canadian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

3. JAPAN
A. Market Analysis
   Current and Future Analysis
   Growing Use of Facial Biometrics at Airports to Boost Market Prospects
   Strategic Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics
   Table 46: Japanese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 47: Japanese 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
   Current and Future Analysis
   Rising Passenger Volumes Drive Airport Automation Initiatives
   IT Adoption: Critical for Improving Passenger’s Travel Experience
   Europe Commences Biometric Trials at Borders

B. Market Analytics
   Table 48: European Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Geographic Region -
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 49: European 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 50: European Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 51: European 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4a. FRANCE
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Development
Thales Group - A Major France-Based Company
B. Market Analytics

Table 52: French Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 53: French 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4b. GERMANY
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Developments
Siemens AG - A Major Germany-Based Company
B. Market Analytics

Table 54: German Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 55: German 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4c. ITALY
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Immigration Made Easy with Self-Service Gates
Selex Es S.P.A - A Major Italy-Based Company
B. Market Analytics

Table 56: Italian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 57: Italian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
UK Passengers Exhibit High Degree of Technology Acceptance
London Airports: Towards Slow and Steady Transformation into Smart Airports
London City Airport Invests £16 Million in Western Pier
Gatwick Airport Invests to Transform North Terminal
Product Innovation/Introduction
QinetiQ Group PLC - A Major UK-Based Company
B. Market Analytics

Table 58: UK Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 59: UK 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Developments
Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 60: Spanish Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 61: Spanish 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

B. Market Analytics

Table 62: Russian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 63: Russian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Product Innovations/Introductions

Strategic Corporate Developments

Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 64: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 65: Rest of Europe 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Booming Aviation Sector Benefits Demand for Smart Airport Technologies

Table 66: Compounded Annual Growth (CAGR) in Global Passenger Air-Travel by Geographic Region: 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Asia-Pacific Aviation Market in a Nutshell

Asian Countries to Use Biometrics for Border Control

B. Market Analytics

Table 67: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Australia, China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 68: Asia-Pacific 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Australia, China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 69: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 70: Asia-Pacific 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. AUSTRALIA

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Strategic Corporate Developments

B. Market Analytics

Table 71: Australian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 72: Australian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
China: A Potential Laden Market
Extensive Development Plans Bode Well for Smart Airports Spending
Table 73: IT Spending as a Percentage of Airport Industry Revenues in China: 2012-2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Strong Growth in Passenger Traffic Drive IT Investments in Airports
Table 74: Breakdown of International Tourism Expenditure in US$ Billion for Top 10 Countries Worldwide: 2012 & 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Chinese Aviation Industry: A Macro Perspective
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Table 75: Chinese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 76: Chinese 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Sc. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Growing Commercial Aviation Sector Offers Growth Opportunities
Strategic Corporate Developments
Wipro Ltd. - A Major India-Based Company
B. Market Analytics
Table 77: Indian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 78: Indian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Sd. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Developments
Gentrack - A Major New Zealand-Based Company
B. Market Analytics
Table 79: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 80: Rest of Asia-Pacific 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
6. MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Middle East: Robust Growth in Air Traffic Drives Adoption of Advanced Airport Technologies
Security: Primary Focus of Airport's Technology Investments
The United Arab Emirates (UAE): At the Forefront of Smart Airports Adoption
Smartworld: A Smart Airport Technologies JV of Etisalat and Dubai World Central (DWC)
UAE Airports Witness Increasing Deployment of Automated Border Control Systems
Dubai Expo 2020: Investments Pour into Airport Upgrade Projects
Congested Airspace Shifts Focus to Advanced ATC Technologies
Product Innovations/Introduction
Strategic Corporate Developments
NICE Systems Ltd. - A Key Israel-Based Company
B. Market Analytics
Table 81: Middle East & Africa Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 82: Middle East & Africa 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Latin America Offers Huge Market Potential for Airport Security Infrastructure
B. Market Analytics
Table 83: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 84: Latin American 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 85: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 86: Latin American 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Iris Recognition: An Integral Technology Component at Brazilian Airports
Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Table 87: Brazilian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 88: Brazilian 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Mexico: Mobile Technology Aids in Improving Passenger’s Travel Experience
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Table 89: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Smart Airports by Application - Terminal-Side and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Spending Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 90: Rest of Latin America 8-Year Perspective for Smart Airports by Application - Percentage Breakdown of Spending for Terminal-Side and Others Markets for Years 2013, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 65 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries - 67)

The United States (20)
Canada (1)
Japan (3)
Europe (32)
  - France (4)
  - Germany (6)
  - The United Kingdom (5)
  - Italy (2)
  - Spain (2)
  - Rest of Europe (13)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (7)
Middle East (4)
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